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The Short Sale Seller Advisory
A New Resource for
Distressed Homeowners
By K. Michelle Lind, Esq. • Posted: February 2010

The Arizona Association of REALTORS® (AAR) is
pleased to provide the Arizona Department of Real
Estate (ADRE) Short Sale Seller (SSS) Advisory. Real
estate professionals regularly meet with property
owners in financial distress who are interested in
pursuing a short sale. These owners have many questions about their options and the implications of a
short sale; however, there was no single resource for
reliable information to which they could be directed.
To address this need, the ADRE Short Sale Task Force
recommended the development of an advisory similar
to the widely used Buyer Advisory.
Thus, the SSS Advisory was drafted to provide information to homeowners about the issues and risks
involved in a short sale situation. The SSS Advisory
explains why certain issues may be important and
directs the homeowner, via hyperlink, to additional
resources. The SSS Advisory is divided into three general sections: (1) Before Proceeding with a Short Sale;
(2) Options other than Short Sale; and (3) Short Sale
Considerations. The topics discussed in each of these
sections are as follows:

susceptible to predatory “rescue” scams, which may
cost money with no results, result in the loss of the
home entirely or involve a fraud.
uuFree HUD-Approved Housing Counselor Resources:
These counselors can advise on options and contact
the lender on the homeowner’s behalf.
uuThe Arizona Foreclosure Prevention Task Force
Workbook: This valuable workbook will assist in
understanding and evaluating options.
uuThe Importance of Legal Advice: Resources for
obtaining legal advice, including free or low cost legal
assistance, are provided.
uuThe Importance of Tax Advice: Resources for
investigating tax liability for debt forgiveness are
provided.
uuThe Consequences of Committing “Waste”: The
owner is warned that physically abusing, damaging or

destroying any part of the property may result in
liability to the lender.

Options Other than Short Sale
Before Proceeding with a Short Sale
The homeowner is provided with some basic information and resources of which the homeowner should
be aware before proceeding with a short sale, such as:
A Lender’s Options upon Loan Default: The type of
loan and type of property will determine what remedies
a lender may have if the homeowner fails to make the
agreed-upon payments.
uuPredatory “Rescue” Scams & Short Sale Fraud:
Homeowners worried about foreclosure may be
uu

The homeowner is advised to investigate and provided resources to explore options other than a short
sale, such as:
Loan Workout: The lender may agree to loan
reinstatement, forbearance, a repayment plan, or the
owner may be eligible for a claim advance.
uuLoan Modification: The lender may agree to change
the terms of the original loan to make the payments
uu

more affordable.

Refinance: The homeowner may be able to refinance
the loan with another lender.
uuDeed-in-Lieu of Foreclosure: The lender may allow a
homeowner to “give back” the property.
uuWork-Out Sale: The lender may allow a specific
amount of time for the home to be sold and the loan to
be paid off.
uuBankruptcy: Depending on the owner’s overall
financial situation, the best option may be to file for
bankruptcy protection.
uuForeclosure: In certain circumstances, allowing the
lender to foreclose on the property may be the owner’s
only viable option.
uu

Short Sale Considerations
If the homeowner determines that a short sale is the
best option, the SSS Advisory sets forth what steps to
take, such as:
Find a Qualified Real Estate Professional: Determine
their experience in short sales.
uuInvestigate Documentation and Eligibility: The
criteria for short sales vary depending on the lender.
uuDetermine the Amount Owed on the Property: All
debt and costs must be factored in.
uuDetermine the Estimated Fair Market Value of the
Property: The seller must prove to the lender that the
home is worth less than the unpaid loan balance.
uuConsult Legal Counsel: The importance of competent
legal counsel is emphasized.
uuUnderstand that a Short Sale May Not Discharge
the Debt: Even if a lender agrees to a short sale, the
lender may not agree to forgive the debt entirely.
uu

Obtain Tax Advice: Relief of debt may be treated as
income for tax purposes.
uuBe Aware of the Credit Score Impact: The credit
score impact depends upon a variety of factors.
uuUnderstand That There May Be a Waiting Period
Before a Short Sale Seller Can Buy Another Home:
The ability to qualify for a loan to purchase another
home will likely be impacted.
uu

Because some brokers may wish to have the seller
acknowledge receipt of the SSS Advisory, a Seller’s
Acknowledgment section and prompt for initials are
included. Consult with your broker about your firm’s
policy.
The SSS Advisory should result in more informed
homeowners and sellers by providing reliable information and resources in one manageable document.
This benefits not only the consumer, but the brokers
involved in the transaction, and the real estate industry as a whole. I was honored to have been a part of
its development.
The SSS Advisory is available on the Arizona Association of REALTORS® (“AAR”) website at:
www.aaronline.com/documents/ssseller_advisory.aspx
and is available via Zipforms.

Re-printed with permission from Michelle Lind.
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K. Michelle Lind is General Counsel/Assistant CEO to the Arizona Association of REALTORS® (AAR). She serves
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includes professional standards administration for twenty of the state’s local REALTOR® associations, and the
development of standard real estate forms. She is the author of Arizona Real Estate: A Professional’s Guide
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& Business. Please note that this article is of a general nature and may not be updated or revised for accuracy
as statutory or case law changes following the date of first publication. Further, this article reflects only the
opinion of the author, is not intended as definitive legal advice and you should not act upon it without seeking
independent legal counsel

ask for our

Eagle Policy on your next purchase

1. Someone else owns an interest in your title.
2. A document is not properly signed.
3. Forgery, fraud, duress, incompetency, incapacity or impersonation affects your title.
4. Defective recording of any document affects your title.
5. You have no legal access to and from your land.
6. Restrictive covenants limit your use of the land.
7. A lien on your title because there is: (a) a deed of trust, (b) a judgment, tax,
		 or special assessment, and/or (c) a charge by the homeowners’ association.
8. Purchase, lease or loan refused because title is unmarketable.
9. Unrecorded mechanic’s liens on your title for labor and materials.
10.

Others have rights under unrecorded leases, contracts or options.

11. Someone else has an unrecorded easement on your land.
12. Forced removal of structure because it: (a) extends onto other land or onto an easement,
		 (b) violates a restriction on Schedule B, and/or (c) violates an existing zoning law.

covered risks

13. Cannot use land for single family dwelling or residence because use violates
		 a restriction in Schedule B or a zoning ordinance.
14. Other defects, liens, or encumbrances.
15. Plain language.
16. Forgery occurs after policy date
17. Cloud on title occurs after policy date
18. Adverse possession occurs after policy date
19. Prescriptive easement occurs after policy date
20. No legal vehicular and pedestrian access to your land.
21. Forced correction due to violation of covenant, condition or restriction.
22. Someone takes your title due to restriction violation that occurred before policy date.
23. Violation of land regulation or subdivision law causes: (a) refusal of building permit,
		 (b) refusal of purchase, lease or loan, and/or (c) forced correction or removal of violation.
24. Forced removal/correction of structure due to violation of building permit.
25. Forced correction due to violation of zoning law or regulation.
26. Forced removal of structure—includes your boundary wall/fence—due to encroachment.
27. Permit, purchase, lease or loan refused due to neighbor’s encroaching structure.
28. Forced removal of structure due to building setbacks or easement.
29. Structure damaged through use or maintenance of easement.
30. Improvements damaged from extraction of minerals, water or other substance after policy date.
31. Neighbor builds encroaching structure (excludes wall/fence) after policy date.
32. Residence with address shown not located on land at policy date.

plus

33. Map not consistent with legal description.
34. Title can be transferred to Living Trust after policy date; extends to heirs, trust beneficiaries.
35. Automatic increase in coverage to 150% (10% annually for 5 years)
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Note: For residential property, 1 to 4 units. Coverage shown are subject to Exclusions, Conditions and Schedule B Items set forth in the policy. Because of the nature or
location of certain properties, an inspection of the property may be necessary to determine if additional exceptions from coverage need to be shown in Schedule B of
the residential policy which will be noted in the preliminary report. The foregoing table is intended to highlight only some important aspects of coverage and is not to be
construed as expanding or limiting the coverage as set forth in the mentioned title policies. Copies of these policies are available upon request. Any decision on coverage
should be made only after review of the policies themselves. Revised: 7/9/99

The Short Sale Escrow Process
Key Process Components and Milestones

Short sales (or “pre-foreclosure” sales) represent a large portion of today’s market. Processing escrow transactions
for these properties can be a complex task. In fact, no two short sales are exactly alike. Familiarizing yourself with
the short sale process—and its key components—is a smart way to strengthen your knowledge in this market niche.

What is a Short Sale Escrow?
A short sale escrow accompanies a short sale—an event that occurs when the net proceeds from the sale of a
home are not enough to cover the homeowner’s obligations and the lender approves the sale, thereby accepting
a “short pay-off.”

What are the Key Components of a Short Sale Escrow?
Preliminary Report – This is the primary tool used to learn what is recorded against a specific property. The report helps to
verify ownership; confirm the correct legal and property address; and identify trust deeds, taxes, delinquencies, liens, and
judgments against the property.

TT

Letter of Authorization – Securing this from the seller allows the lender to speak with you, your escrow officer and assistants
about the short sale negotiation.

TT

Estimated Settlement Statement/HUD – Prepared by an escrow officer, this document shows the disposition of funds in the
short sale escrow. It is often revised several times during negotiations and accuracy is critical to avoid delays.

TT

Approval Letters – These documents spell out the conditions under which a lender will agree to the short sale. Many have
very sensitive timelines and conditions that are critical to the escrow process.

TT

Expiration of Approval Letters and Other Escrow Timelines – Generally, approval letters expire within 30-45 days. First
American uses internal management guidelines and proprietary closing software to track specific short sale timelines and
close the sale before the approval letters expire. Remember, short sale negotiations do not stop the foreclosure process.

TT

Home Equity Sales Contract Act (HESCA) – This law protects homeowners from being taken advantage of by investors
looking to strip away their equity.

TT

Communication is Key – Short sales require constant communication with the lender as to the short sale’s acceptance status.
Proactive communication between all parties is essential, so we encourage you to let us know of changes as they happen.

TT

How can First American Help?
We offer a team of knowledgeable, experienced escrow officers that specialize in short sales. They will proactively
communicate to help move the process forward and make your short sale transaction a timely and smooth one.

Short Sale Solutions
O ff e r e d b y

Agent
Request a Short Sale listing kit
from your Account Manager

First American Title
Our Step by Step Process
First American

Have the current homeowner complete
the Short Sale Request form provided
by First American Title.
Fax the completed form to your First
American Title Partner at 1-866-289-7214.

Agent
Have the homeowner provide all the
Lender requirements and courier, fax or
email them to your First American Title
Escrow Officer.

Contact the Lender to obtain all Short
Sale requirements.
Provide the Agent with a list of
requirements and any other special
instructions the Lender will need to
process the Short Sale.

First American
Review package to make sure that all
requirements are included.

Agent
Contact the Lender for any negotiations.
Contact your First American Title Escrow
Officer for all updated HUD-1 needs.

Send the completed package to the Lender.
Continue to follow up with the Lender until
a Case Manager has been assigned.
Notify Agent with the Case Manager
contact information.

For more information contact your local
First American Title representative.

Short Sale Solutions
Request form

Please complete the following information needed to obtain the
requirements for Short Sales from the Payoff Lender:
Agent Name

Brokerage Name / Address

Delivery Preference

Fax:
Email:

Branch Office / Escrow Officer

Property Address

Seller(s) Name

Primary Borrower SSN

Payoff Lender 1 Name / Loan Number

Payoff Lender 2 Name / Loan Number

Fax your request to (866) 289-7214 or email to swepic-shortsale@firstam.com
We will contact the Payoff Lender and send you the required list of
documents and any Lender specific forms to be completed by your client.
If you have any questions, please contact your Escrow Officer.

Think First. Think First American.
www.thinkfirstamerican.com
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ANTHEM, CAREFREE

Bonnie Smith
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602.316.2142
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METRO GATEWAY

Orlando Cazarez
602.621.3538

PHOENIX
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AREA
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602.708.9463
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Matt Canady

DESERT RIDGE
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Account Managers conveniently located to serve you...

Becky Arnold
602.621.3527
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ARROWHEAD, LEGENDS
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SUN CITY

Marcee Nash

602.621.3609

Susie Waggoner

SURPRISE

602.621.3596

THE

Branch Locator
FOR
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LEGA

CY BLVD
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AHWATUKEE

Mark Poisson
602.402.7928
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DC CROSSING, CAREFREE

Tom Newell

602.621.3615

SCOTTSDALE FORUM

Lauri Wrigley

602.621.3592

FOUNTAIN HILLS

Brian Zapoticzny

602.621.3572

PHOENIX CAMELBACK

Michael Oman

602.621.3418

MESA

Kyle Rice

602.621.3618

PRICE WARNER

Sandra DiCosmo

602.703.9855
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First American Title Insurance Company makes no express or implied warranty respecting
the information presented and assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.
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